The Rise and Fall of The NEW Four Seasons 1966 to 1977
Chapter 7 - The Plans for a NEW Four Seasons
As 1977 started, The Four Seasons seemed to be well positioned as they where the top
1976 sellers for Warner Bros (George Benson was 2nd). So the group and management
must have been confident about the future.

Record World certainly thought so and ( on Jan 8th 1977) issued a Music Industry 22 page
promo ‘Tribute to Frankie Valli and The Four Seasons’ and celebrated their 15th year in the
industry. Warner’s execs, agencies, promo firms and even Bob Crewe all contributed congratulatory messages/articles and the magazine featured bios and interviews with all the members
and Bob Gaudio.
But the year also started with a near fatal tragedy as newspapers reported ….” News from
LA….Bob Crewe is victim of a hit and run accident and is nearly killed. He was taken to
UCLA Hospital and after intensive care (his leg was reported to have 20 breaks) he has
now been taken off the critical list. His recovery is expected to be 12 weeks.” In fact he
spent months in a body cast before rehab and eventually got back into the studio to record a
solo album ‘Motivation’ with legendary producer Jerry Wexler.
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During the recording of the ‘Close-Up’ album in late 1974 and early 1975 the on-off relationship between Crewe and Gaudio had once again cooled and divisions which had dogged their
relationship through the 60s re-surfaced. The production of tracks for the album had been split
between them with Charlie Calello as arranger being the ‘glue’ holding it together. Crewe produced 4 tracks at Media Studios New York and Gaudio 4 tracks at the Sound Factory Hollywood. Amazingly the album held together as a classic. An article that appeared in Crawdaddy
magazine in February 1977 however showed how deep the rift was……“There has long been
an often heated controversy both inside and outside the Four Seasons organisation,
concerning who deserves the majority of credit for the “genius”, as Frankie Valli puts it,
behind the group’s sound. Apart from the glaring presence of Valli’s technically amazing voice, some say their considerable commercial success should be attributed in the
main to the compositional flair of Bob Gaudio. Others feel the kudos should go to Bob
Crewe, who was cranking
out hits with Frank Slay
and other collaborators
before, during and after
the Seasons halcyon days.
The matter isn’t close to
being settled, having recently contributed to a rift
between Crewe and Valli.
(The other reason, according to Valli is that Crewe
stuck him with “$30,000 to
$40,000 worth of unfinished tracks” for a forthcoming solo album and
ran off to produce DiscoTex and his Sex-o-lettes.)
“I don’t mean to discredit
anybody,” says Valli, “but
Who’s the Producer here? …...It’s all in the body lanBob Gaudio in my opinion
guage!! Photo courtesy of George Schowerer 1967
had produced everything
in those early Four Seasons records. He also sat and worked out every arrangement on everything the Four
Seasons or Frankie Valli ever did – including ‘Can’t Take My Eyes Off You’ – and never
was credited”.
Why is that?
“Because he was not the assigned producer and he was an intricate part of the Four
Seasons. Bob Crewe was the official producer and he wasn’t about to split his production credits with anybody. Bob Gaudio has had ten or twelve years of classical music
under his belt; besides the fact that he also writes lyrics. Bob Gaudio is, was and always will be a melody chord writer, a true music writer.”
“Bob Crewe is a music writer in this sense: without anybody to play chords and melodies, how are you gonna write music? Bob Crewe has not had any writing success
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Don Ciccone celebrates the award of a gold disc. Photo courtesy of John Paiva

unless it’s been with somebody else – which tells you something immediately”.
Bob Crewe, taking an opposite view, has something to tell Frankie Valli.
“I don’t know what kind of credit he (Gaudio) wanted,” he says evenly. “I think Bob got
his credit as a writer. If you’re gonna start that, you have to start giving more credit to
the assigned arranger, who was usually Charlie Calello. There are no bad memories in
my head. If somebody feels something was done improperly, I don’t. If you want to go
around throwing bitter pills saying ‘Hey I put that music together, I should have been
called the producer’, well that problem is your own to digest. That was one of the reasons why we split”.
The reality is that Bob Crewe taught the Four Seasons not only how to perform a hit record but
how to produce it. Without Crewe’s brilliance it is clear, looking back at their hits and Crewe’s
career that, they may never have succeeded as they did. In so many ways they owe him their
success. ‘Jersey Boys’ almost portrays this!!
Fortunately Bob recovered from his ‘hit and run’ and would again be associated with them
before the end of our story.
Bob Gaudio believed through the late 60s and early 70s that he could produce as well as, if not
better than, Crewe and he could hold up the ‘Who Loves You’ album as a prime example. But
Crewe can cite all the early Vee-Jay hits and the Philips productions which owed so much to
him and Charlie Calello. And it was the Bob Crewe produced tracks on ‘Close-Up’ that gave
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Valli two major hits and the album its strength, clearly a strong argument to support Crewe’s
statement. Bob Gaudio admits to the clash of egos in interview in the fall of 1972 as revealed
in Chapter 4, and despite their restriction to working together as ‘writers’ they still found producing together impossible.
Whatever the arguments, by 1977 Bob Gaudio was about to be tested once again as a producer in his own right rather than a writer working with a ‘non-musician’ producer. Bob
Gaudio took the Four Seasons into the studio for their new album, without any Crewe involvement, as he had done with ‘Who Loves You’, the previous ‘platinum’ album. As the papers
reported….in December 1976…” The Four Seasons spent over 6 weeks in the Sound Factory studio LA recording their new ‘Helicon’ album for Warner Bros. Out in the USA in
Jan and the UK Feb the penciled single is ‘If We Should Lose Our Love’ “ All in preparation for a 1977 World Tour……a farewell tour it appeared!
For many fans of the Four Seasons, the mid-70s tours were our first chance to see a legendary
group but with a new format. In the UK they left us completely knocked out by their quality, and
their great shows were something many concert attendees had never experienced before. We
didn’t know the old line-ups or of the showmanship of Joe Long. (although some were lucky to
experience this back in 1971 and 72 and the famous UK ‘cabaret’ tours following the success
of ‘You’re Ready Now’ in the UK charts - Nr 11 in Nov 1970) But what we did acknowledge in
1976 and 77 was the quality of the musicianship and the vocals within this Four Seasons. And
with Frankie’s exceptional voice they had a musical and vocal range no others had at that time.
Ray Nichol captured the essence of what this group achieved on their UK tours. “The thing
about the group that I recall from the several performances and post concert meetings I
attended was that they were a ‘Band for the People’. They really were comfortable together as a group and always friendly to their public”
“And as performers they were also very tight. I think that Lee Shapiro was a key force in
achieving this…..and John Paiva was such a comfortable lead guitarist. Nothing appeared to be an effort for him to play and he just carried so much confidence in his playing. The group was so good and had so much
‘Easily’, a ‘Bubbling Under’ Billboard hit at #108
potential that perhaps Frankie Valli feared
they may have become more popular than
him on their own”
A key point perhaps with the group planning for
their solo career, as Valli was his.
March 3 1977 Los Angeles Times featured an
article that stated that “this is the last time
Frankie Valli will be touring with the Four
Seasons and he will move into a solo career
in September.” He was quoted as wanting to
focus on ‘meaty ballads’……The Four Seasons will continue their touring routine.” The
respective US/UK fan clubs issued statements
that this was “not a bad move” and had been on
the cards for some time and they each committed to supporting both performing entities. A deThe Rise and Fall of The NEW Four Seasons 1966 to 1977—
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